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Abstract--Structural errors-in-variables models with dependent spatial observations are studied. 
The presence of validation data is assumed. An estimator for regression parameters proposed by Lee 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Analyzing economics data, one often encounters nonstandard statistical problems. This paper 
deals with three problems: measurement errors, dependent observations, and spatial data. Con- 
sider the model ° 
yi = g(xi,/3o) + ~i, (1.1) 
where y~ is observed, ei is random error term, xi is the k-dimensional column vector of explanatory 
variables, i E T, g is a known function, and/30 is the true value of the unknown/-dimensional 
parameter/3 to be estimated. Here, T is the set of points where the random field is defined. 
Explanatory variables x~ are measured with error 
xi measures x~ with error. (1.2) 
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Models having the form (1.1),(1.2) are called errors-in-variables regression models. Errors-in- 
variables models have been considered for about half a century. A summary of results is given 
in Fuller's textbook [2]. In this paper, discussion will be confined to the structural case, i.e., 
when xis are random variables. 
In [1], a consistent procedure assuming validation data and based on least squares methods was 
proposed. In that paper, i.i.d, data were considered. The aim of the present paper is to extend 
the results of [1] to dependent data. We concentrate on the case where measurement errors 
are only in explanatory variables xi. We assume that our data are observations of an underlying 
random field. We suppose that the field satisfies weak dependence onditions. We apply c~-mixing 
conditions but one can find similar results using other weak dependence conditions. 
The model and the estimator are described in Section 2. In Section 3, simulation results are 
presented showing the advantage of the Lee-Sepanski estimator. Consistency and asymptotic 
normality are proved in Section 4. The proofs given here are versions of those in [1]. In Section 5, 
it is shown that the estimator is not consistent for dense observations in a fixed domain. Note 
that a detailed mathematical nalysis of this topic can be found in [3]. 
The following notation is used. Z d is the set of d-dimensional lattice points, R is the real 
line, R p is the p-dimensional Euclidean space with norm II II. Superscript T denotes the transpose 
of a matrix. Vectors without T are column vectors. I denotes the identity matrix. We shall denote 
different constants with the same letter c. [Pl denotes the cardinality of the finite set 7 ~. We shall 
suppose the existence of an underlying probability space (~, ~', P). E stands for the expectation. 
I1~11~ = {EI I~I I~} 1/p , 1 ~ p < co, 
is the norm in Lp. By op(1), a quantity converging to zero in probability is denoted. Sign 
denotes convergence in distribution. Af(m, E) stands for the (vector) normal distribution with 
mean (vector) m and covariance (matrix) ~. 
2. THE MODEL AND THE EST IMATOR 
Let us consider the model (1.1),(1.2). 
We have primary data that can be considered as observations ofthe random fields Yi, xi, i E T, 
at certain locations. They are denoted by (Yoi, Xoi), i E 7~n. Here 7~n C T is a finite set for each 
n = 1,2 , . . . .  Let Yo = (yol , . . . ,Yol~l)  T be 17~nl x 1 and Xo = (~o1,...,~o1~1) T be ]~nl x k 
matrices of the primary data. Assume that a known kl-dimensional vector-valued function zi of 
xi is available for which g(xi, f~0) ~ zT~'(~0), i.e., g(xi, ~0) can be approximated with a linear 
function of zi. Let Zo = (Zol,...  ,Zolp, i) T be the IPnl x kl matrix of zis based on the primary 
data. To find asymptotic behaviour of the estimator, we shall suppose that Pn, n = 1, 2 , . . . ,  is 
an increasing sequence of finite subsets of T with 17~nl --* co, as n --* co. Denote by 7)~ the set 
Oc~ 
n = l '~n  . 
Assume that for explanatory variables, validation data are available. Validation data can 
be considered as qbservations on random fields xi, ~¢i, i E T, taken at some points which set of 
points is not equal to Pn. Validation data are denoted by (Xvi, Xvi), where Xvi, is a measurement 
without error, while :<vi is the corresponding measurement with error, i E ))m- Here ~)m C T 
is a finite set for each m = 1, 2 , . . . .  We need the values of g at the precise validation data: 
g(Xv,~) = (g(xvl,~),. . . ,g(xvlvml,f~)) T (a matrix of type I~)mJ x 1). We also need the values 
of zi at the validation data with error: Zv = (zv l , . . .  ,ZvW.,i) T (a matrix of type [~)m] x kl). 
To find asymptotic behaviour of the estimator, we shall suppose that )2m, m - 1, 2 , . . . ,  is an 
increasing sequence of finite subsets of T with I];ml --* co, as m -~ co. Denote by )2oo the set 
Uoo 
m= l ~)m • 
The estimator f) = ~n,,n proposed in [1] is the minimum point of 
1 
Qn,m(~) = ~-~ Yo - Zo (ZvTZv)-I ZvTg(Xv,f~) 2. (2.1) 
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The intuitive background of the above estimator is the following. First we approximate g(xi, ;3) 
with a function of i i .  To this end, we use the linear model g(xi, f~) ~ z~/(f~) and valida- 
tion data. The least squares estimator in the linear model gives that the estimator of ~/(f~) is 
(Z~ Zv)-lZvTg(Xv, ;3). We replace ~/(f~) by this estimator in the linear model which approximates 
our original one. Then, we use primary data and least squares estimator to obtain f}. 
3. S IMULATION RESULTS 
The examples below show the behaviour of the Lee-Sepanski estimator for dependent spatial 
observations. We compare this estimator with the naive one which is the least squares estimator 
considering xi as it would be an observation without error. The advantage of the Lee-Sepanski 
estimator is obvious. 
Simulations were performed by the help of MATLAB. For minimization, procedure leas tsq  
was used (see [4]). We remark that the initial point of the minimization procedure was found 
using a search in the positive quarter. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. LINEAR MODEL. Consider the model 
y~j = 0o + 01xij + ei,j, i, j e T, (3.1) 
where T C N 2 and all variables are one dimensional. The error terms ei j  form a stationary 
Gaussian first-order autoregressive (AR(1)) process (if j is fixed): 
Ci+ld = a¢i,j + ~i+l,j, (3.2) 
for every i , j ,  where variables 5i,j are independent s andard normal and the initial distribution 
of e l j  is chosen according stationarity. The value of a is fixed on 0.2. Explanatory variables xi,j 
form a spatial moving average (MA) process: 
1 
x,.j = i , , .o,  (3.3) 
lu-il_<l,lv-jl_<l 
for every i , j ,  where ~u,v are independent s andard normal. The observable xplanatory vari- 
ables ~, j  are 
xi,j = xi,j + ~ j ,  (3.4) 
where the errors ~i,j are i.i.d, normal. To find the Lee-Sepanski estimator, 
z~,j = (1, x~,j) T (3.5) 
was chosen for each i , j .  
In four special cases, the mean and the variance of the naive and the Lee-Sepanski estimator 
were calculated. In each case, 2000 replications were performed. 
CASE 1. Primary data are taken at locations P = {1 < i < 20, 1 _< j <_ 20}, validation data 
are taken at locations V = {1 < i < 30, 1 <_ j _< 7}, ~i,j ,-~ iV'(0, 0.5). For O0 = 0.5 and 01 = 1, 
we have for the naive estimator: mean(00) = 0.5025, var(00) = 0.0050, mean(01) = 0.3038, 
vat(01) -- 0.0092, and for the Lee-Sepanski estimator: mean(00) = 0.5031, var(00) -- 0.0063, 
mean(01) = 1.0312, var(01) = 0.1268. 
CASE 2. Primary data are taken at locations P = {1 < i < 27, 1 _< j _< 30}, validation data are 
taken at locations ~) -- {1 < i < 40, 1 <_ j _< 10}, ~i,j ~ Af(0, 0.75). For 00 = 0.5 and 01 = 1, 
we have for the naive estimator: mean(00) -- 0.4993, var(00) = 0.0028, mean(01) -- 0.1642, 
var(01) -- 0.0023, and for the Lee-Sepanski estimator: mean(00) = 0.4990, var(00) = 0.0035, 
mean(01) ---- 1.0275, var(01) ---- 0.1055. 
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CASE 3. The only difference from Case 2 is that the errors in explanatory variables are different 
for primary data and for validation data. Namel:g for validation data ~, j  -- x~,j + ¢i,j, where ~i,j 
are i.i.d, with ~i,j ~ Af(0, 0.75). For 00 = 0.5 and 01 -- 1, we have for the naive estimator: 
mean(/70) = 0.4990, var(/}o! = 0.0020, mean(81) = 0.1631, var(81) = 0.0020, and for the Lee- 
Sepanski estimator: mean(0o) = 0.4993, var(80) = 0.0035, mean(81) = 1.0228, var(/71) -- 0.1136. 
CASE 4. The only difference from Case 3 is that primary and validation data are taken from 
disjoint regions. Primary data are taken at locations 7 ) = {1 < i < 27, 1 _< j _< 30}, validation 
data are taken at locations V = {28 < i < 40, 1 < j _< 30}. For 80 = 0.5 and 81 = 1, we have for 
the naive estimator: mean(80) = 0.4990, var(80) = 0.0020, mean(/71) = 0.1631, var(/71) = 0.0024, 
and for the Lee-Sepanski estimator: mean(80) = 0.4985, var(/To) = 0.0047, mean(81) = 1.0292, 
var(81) = 0.1239. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. QUADRATIC MODEL. Consider the model 
Yi,j = (0Txi,j) 2 + e,,j, i , j  • T,  (3.6) 
where T C N 2, Yid and ei,j are one dimensional, 0 T = (00, 01) and xT. = (_(1) _(2)~ ~,3 ~;~i,j ' ~i,j ) are two 
dimensional. The error term ei,j is the same stationary Gaussian AR(1) process as in Example 3.1. 
Both x!l! and x!~!, i , j  • T ,  form spatial MA processes of form (3.3) and these processes are ~,3 $,J 
independent. The observable xplanatory variables ~!h.) ~,3 are 
&!h) = x!h.) + [:!h), (3.7) 
$,3 Z,3 "~7',3 
where the errors ~!h) are i.i.d, with f!h) ~ Af(0, 0.5), i , j  • T, h = 1, 2. To find the Lee-Sepanski 
"a$,3 "aZ,3 
estimator 
(( • zi, j  = x , x , xi , j  ~i,j ) , (3.8) 
was chosen for each i, j • T. 
Primary data are taken at locations 7~ = {1 < i < 27, 1 < j _< 30}, validation data are taken at 
locations Y = {1 < i < 40, 1 _< j _< 10}. 2000 replications were performed and the mean and the 
variance of the naive and the Lee-Sepanski estimator were calculated. For 00 -- 0.5 and 01 -- 1 
we have for the naive estimator: mean(/}o) = 0.1370, var(8o) -- 0.0140, mean(81) -- 0.2133, 
var(81) = 0.0094, and for the Lee-Sepanski estimator: mean(80) -- 0.5105, vat(80) -- 0.1855, 
mean(81) = 0.8463, var(81) = 0.1522. 
Simulation evidence of the asymptotic normality can be found in [3]. 
4. CONSISTENCY AND ASYMPTOTIC  NORMALITY  FOR 
INCREASING DOMAIN 
We shall use the notion of a-mixing for random fields in the sense of [5]. Let ~t, t E Z d, be a 
random field. For A C Z a, let AA denote the a-algebra generated by {77t : t E A}. Let Q denote the 
distance induced by the max norm in zd: #(u, v) = maxl<i<d lu i - -v i l ,  for u = (Ul , . . . ,  Ud) T,  V = 
(v l , . . . ,  va) T E Z d. Denote by #(A1, As) the distance of A1 and As for A1, A2 C Z d. Let 
a.( n; u, v) 
= sup{[P(AB) - P(A)P(B)[ : A E AA,, B E AA 2, JAil _< u, ]A2[ _< v, tT(A1,A~) _> n}. 
The following lemma can be proved by the method of [5, pp. 25-30]. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let  ~?t, t E Z a, be a centered random field, 1 < r < 2, 6 > 0 and suppose  that 
condit ion 
oo  
~--~ ra- i [a , ( r ;  1, 1)] ~/(2+~) < c~ (4.1) 
r= l  
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is satisfied. Let 7 9 be a finite subset of Z a and assume that Elr/tI r+~ is finite for every t E 79. 
Then, there exists a constant K depending only on T and mixing coefficients an(r; 1, 1) such that 
(4.2) 
We remark that inequality (4.2) is valid for (finite-dimensional) vector valued fields ~t, too. In 
this case, constant K may depend on the dimension of rh. 
In our proofs, we will often use the uniform law of large numbers (ULLN) for the mixing case 
which is an obvious generalization of the one in [6, p. 116] (see [3,7]). 
In this section, the notation is the same as in Section 2. 
ASSUMPTIONS. 
(A1) The parameter set e C p l is compact and convex. The true parameter/3o is in the interior 
of O. 
(A2) g(x,/3) is measurable in x for each f~ and it is differentiable in/3 for each x. 
(A3) For the primary data: (yot,Zo,) is identically distributed as (yo,Zo) for each t E 79o0. 
Condition (4.1) is satisfied for ~/t = (yot, Zot), t E 79oo. 
(A4) For a > 0, ElUol 2+a and EIIzoll 2+6 are finite. E(zozo T) is nonsingular. 
(A5) For the validation data: (g(Xvt,/3), Zvt) is identically distributed as (g(xv,/3), Zv) for each 
t E V~o. Condition (4.1) is satisfied for ~/t = (g(xvt,/3), Zvt), t E 1)co. 
(A6) For a ~ > 0, EIIzvll 2+a, and for every /3 E O EIg(xv,/3)l 2+~ are finite. E(zvZv T) is 
nonsingular. 
(A7) (EzozoT)-lE(zoyo) = (EzvzvT)-aE(zvg(Xv,/30)). 
(A8) E[zv(g(xv,/3) - g(xv,f~0))] # 0 for/3 # f~0- 
The following consistency result is an extension of Proposition 2.1 of [1] to mixing random 
fields. 
THEOREM 4.2. Assume that Conditions (A1)-(A8) are satisfied. Suppose that 
E (sup ,[zvg(xv,/3)11) \~eo <c~. ~ (4.3) 
Then, ~, given by (2.1), is a consistent estimator of/30, as n,m ~ c¢. 
PROOF. The sketch of the proof (for details, see [1,3]). We have 
: ( ZvZv) ( Zv  Xv t_~_~ ilYo ii 2 1 T -1 1 T (/3) 
1 
+~l lZo  (Z~Zv)-XZvrg(Xv,/3)i i  5 , Eyo2 _2E(yozoT) (Ezvzvm)-'E(zvg(Xv,/3)) (4.4) 
+E (Zvr9 (Xv,/3)) (Ezvzvr)- '  E (ZoZo T) (EzvzvT) -1E  (zvg (Xv,/3)) = Qoo (j3), 
in probability, as n, m -* (x~. This fact follows from Chebyshev's inequality using Lemma 4.1. By 
assumption (4.3) and the ULLN, the convergence is uniform in/3. Assumptions (AT) and (AS) 
imply that/30 is the unique minimum point of Qoo(/3). Hence, f~ --./30 in probability. I 
ADDITIONAL ASSUMPTIONS. 
(A2 ~) g(x,/3) is measurable in x for each/3 and it is twice continuously differentiable in/~ for 
each x. 
(A4') For a ~ > 0, Elyol 4+~ and El[zoll 4+6 are finite. E(zoZo T) is nonsingular. 
(A6 ~) For a 6 > 0, E[izvll 4+*, and for every /3 E O EIg(xv,/3)l 4+8 are finite. E(zvZv T) is 
nonsingular. 
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The following theorem is an extension of Proposition 2.2 of [1] to mixing random fields. 
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose that conditions (A1), (A2~), (A3), (A4'), (A5), (Aft), (AT), 
and (4.3) are satisfied. In addition, assume 
(AS), 
(sup Og(xv, Z) 
E (sup 02g(XV'/~)-T ) \aeo 0/30/~j ~v < ~, j = 1, 2,...,1, 
E {0g(~-~/~°)Zv T } has rank/, 
A - - l im /]7)nI n,m..--*oo V I--'~m I is finite and positive. 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
Then, 
1 Sn m + op(1), V/lPnl + [Pml (~ - flo) = (1 + A -2) A v/lPn[ + IVmI , 
aS n, 7r$ --+ ¢:X~, where 
(4.9) 
Sn,m ---- Son -- A2Bsvm, 
( • Son = ~ Zot Yot Zot .Zo_o. , 
tE'Pn 
E ZVt (g(xvt'/~0) -ZVTt Is (ZvzvT)]-I S(zvg(Xv'/~°))) ' 
term 
S(zoZ:) [E(zvzT)]- is  [zv0g(~f~°)]} -1 
Svm 
S ---- E (zoz:) [E (zvzT)] -1 
PROOF. We apply Lemma 4.1 and the same Taylor series expansion as in [1]. The estimator f~ 
satisfies the first-order condition 
OQn,m (~)0/~ -~ Cn Og T (Xv,/~)0~ Z v (ZvTZv) -1 Z: (Yo - Zo(ZTZv)-lZvT~(Xv,f~)) = 0, 
where c~ = -2/]Pnl. By a Taylor series expansion 
0 = OgT (Xv'f~°) Zv (ZvTZv)-I Zo T (Yo - Zo (zvTzv)-I ZvTg (Xv,fl0)) o~ 
{ [°2gT(xv'~[ ~/~-~ °2gT(xv'~ ] q- Zv,.. iv ()_ZTZv -1 • ' 0~0~ 
×z: (Yo- Zo (z zvl-lz   
O~ 
(4.10) 
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where the coordinates of ~ are between those of/30 and f~. Using (A2t), (4.3), (4.5), and (4.6) 
we obtain that E[g(xv,~)zvT], E [~zvT] ,and  w- i~zT1  ~t oaoaj v J are continuous in/3. Therefore, 
by the ULLN, 1/IVmlogT(~"'a°)Zv, 1/IV.ral0gT(0~'~)Zv, 1/IV 02gT(X~'~)Zv (j = 1,2,. l) 
/ I  m O~O#j "" 
converge in probability to E [~zvT] ,  ~rOg(xv,ao)_T, ~.rO2,(xv,~O)Zv T] (j = 1,2, l), re- 
a~t - - - " -0 - '~ ' - -mV J, " - ' t  0/30/3j " " " ' 
spectively, as n, m ~ c~. Moreover, 
i/Snl Z o l  Z (Yo - Zo (zvTzv)-I ZvTg (Xv,~--)) 
E( oyo)-E (ZOO:)[E -1 E (z,,g (xv, G0)) = 0. 
The last equality is the consequence of (A7). Multiplying (4.10) with X/'lT'n[ + IV~l, using the 
above limit relations, and applying condition (4.7), we obtain, 
X[E(zvzT)]-IE [zv0g~ 0)] ÷Op(1)) -1
x X/179nll+A-2÷ ]v.ml (z°-r (Y° - Z° (zvTZv)-a ZvTg (Xv' f~0)) + OP (1)} 
(4.11) 
Observe that for the above step the boundedness (in probability) of 
~l~l+lV~l 
s.,m - x/17~ I1÷ IVml z• (Yo - Zo (zSzv) -1Z~g(Xv, f~0)) (4.12) 
was necessary. However, this will be implied by the argument below. To separate primary and 
validation data values, consider the following: 
1 Sn,m : 1 T (yo Zo [E (zozoT)]-lE(zoYo)) 
v/l~'.l + IV,,,I v/17:",~l + IVml z° - 
1 -r 1 T -1  ( ZoZo) 
x { ~/IT',,II+ lyre[ (ZvTg(Xv, f~0)- zvTZv [E (ZoZ:)]-I E(ZoYo)) } (4.13) 
_- V/17~-[l+ Iv.m[ Z:  (Yo-Zo [E (ZoZo-r)]-I E(zoyo)) _ A2E(zoZo-r)[E(zvzvT)]-i 
{ 1 (ZvTg(Xv, f~0)- zvTzv [E (ZoZo-r)]-I E(zoYo)) } + op(l) 
x x/17:'.l + IV~l 
because limn,m-.~ X/179nl/[v.m[ = A, the law of large numbers, and that the expression above in 
{ } is bounded in probability. The latest fact follows from (A5), (A6') and the CLT for random 
fields [8, Theorem 3.3.1]. Now, (4.11) and (4.13), and the fact that summands in (4.13) are 
bounded in probability imply the result. | 
REMARK. One can obtain the same expression for ]X/~(f~ - G0) as in Proposition 2,2 of [1]. 
However, that form is suitable to show asymptotic normality when primary and validation data 
are independent. 
Now, we formulate the asymptotic normality result. 
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THEOREM 4.4. In addition to assumptions of Theorem 4.3, suppose that condition (4.1) and 
oo 
Zrd- lan( r ;u ,v ) ]<oo ,  if u+v<_4andan( r ;1 ,  oo)=o( r -d ) ,  
r= l  
axe satisfied for fit = (Yot, Zot, g(xvt, ~), Zvt). Moreover, assume that 
l iminf Amin (([Pn[ + [Fm[)-lP~,~,m) > 0, 
n~?7~--+OO 
where En,m denotes the covariance matr/x of Sn,m and )~min denotes the sma//est eigenvalue. 
-1/2 ^ Then, X/[Phi + [1;m[ ~-~n,,, (~ -- ~O) is asymptotically normally distributed with zero mean, as 
n,  m ----+ oo.  
PROOF. This is a consequence of Theorem 4.3 and the CLT for random fields, see [8, Theo- 
rem 3.3.1]. | 
5. INFILL ASYMPTOTICS  FOR SPATIAL MODELS 
In this section, we shall prove that the Lee-Sepanski estimator is not consistent if the obser- 
vations become dense in a fixed domain. To this end, we find the limit Qoo(f~) of Qn,m(l~), then 
we find conditions ensuring j30 not to be the minimum point of Qoo(fl). 
Let T C R d be a compact domain and 
Yt = g(xt, Go) + et, (5.1) 
t 6 T, be a random field. Explanatory variables xt are measured with error 
9:t measures xt with error. (5.2) 
Let To C_ T be a fixed compact domain. Primary data are observations of the random field on To. 
Now, we describe the infill sampling design, similar to the one in [9]. Let Pn, n = 1,2, . . . ,  be 
a sequence of finite subsets of To satisfying the following conditions. Cover To with congruent 
d-dimensional rectangles. Choose one point from the intersection of To and each rectangle (if 
the intersection is not empty). Then Pn consists of these points. When we study asymptotic 
behaviour, we suppose that the edges of the covering rectangles converge to 0, as n --* oo. Pn is 
the n th set of points, where the random field is observed. The primary data are (Yot, f~ot), t 6 pn. 
Let Yo and Zo be defined as in Section 2. These quantities axe based on the primary data. 
Assume that validation data are available: (Xvt,Xvt), t 6 ~)m. Here )2m C Tv, m = 1, 2 , . . . ,  
where Tv C T is a fixed compact domain. Assume that the sequence •m, m = 1, 2 , . . . ,  satisfies 
the same type of conditions as Pn, n = 1,2, . . . .  Let g(Xv,j3),Zv be defined as in Section 2. 
These quantities are based on the validation data. 
The estimator/~ is the minimum point of 
vol(To) 
Qn,m(fl) = [[Yo - Zo(ZvTZv)-lZvTg(Xv, ~) [[ 2 (5.3) 
where vol(To) is the volume of To, while [Pn[ is the cardinality of Pn. 
ASSUMPTIONS. 
(B3) For the primary data: Yot and zot, t 6 To, are L4-continuous random fields, fTo zotzo-rt dt 
is nonsingular. 
(B4) For the validation data: g(xvt,fl) and Zvt, t 6 Tv, are L4-continuous random fields. 
fTv ZvtzvTt dt is nonsingular. 
(e5) 
sup sup E Og(xvt, ]3) 4 
teTv  /~60 0/~ < (X). 
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Now, let 
where 
Q(x)(J) = fil + a2, (5.4) 
al = [(fToYOt2dt)-(/ToYOtZoTtdt) (fToZOtZ:tdt) -1 (/To ZOtYotdt)], (5.5) 
where the integrals are meant in L2 sense. 
THEOREM 5.1. Assume that (,41), (A2), (B3)-(B5) are satisfied. Then Qn,m(j3) ---, Qoo(/~) in 
probability, uniformly in ~, as n,m --~ oc. 
PROOF. The definition of the L2-integral and (B3), (B4) imply that partial sums in (4.4) converge 
to the corresponding integrals in L2. Moreover, assumption (BS) implies that  integrals depending 
on f~ converge uniformly in/?. Therefore, Qn,m(~) ~ Q~(B) in probability, uniformly in ~, as 
n, ?n--~(x). II 
THEOREM 5.2. 
(a) Assume that (A1), (A2), (133)-(135) are satisfied. Suppose that To = Tv, moreover, 
(Yot, Xot) = (Yt, xt) and (Xvt, Xvt) = (xt, xt) for each t. Let A and Q~ be defined in (5.6) 
and (5.4), respectively. Let 
fl = max { f l(Zt)hl lOg(xt'~°)l dt : i = .... ,l, h= 1,...,kx}, 
/3 --IIA-111, 
where every integral is taken upon To = Tv (and subscript h stands for the coordinate of 
a vector). Suppose that f l ,  f2, fa are finite (not necessarily uniformly on f~). Let 
( / z . : . )  ' ( / z . , . )  ,o 
a/most surely. Then, ~0 is not a minimum point of Qc~ (~), a.s. 
(b) If, moreover, Qoo(~) is a.s. continuous in fl, then ~ is not consistent. 
PROOF. Expand g(xt, f~) around ~0 to Taylor series up to second order. 
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